I used the DMAIC procedure on this problem. This was a recurring packaging problem where the stretch
film wrap of a product roll build was slipping down off the product roll when being transported. As this was
a hygiene product the customer – who was the biggest customer the company supplied to – was not
happy that this was happening and considered it a contamination risk and they wanted it rectified. All
attempts at resolving the problem by adjusting this and that had failed. It recurred again and again and
the customer was understandably annoyed. I suggested that for such a ‘chronic’ problem a better
approach would be to use a structured method. I gained agreement and I formed a small team of people
who were specialist in their field and we set to work to fix the problem. This is my own DMAIC work sheet
and charter template.
There are many descriptions of Six Sigma, ranging from it being a quality level of 3.4 rejects per million
opportunities, to a life philosophy. A more practical definition is data driven problem solving.
The DMAIC process starts when you have identified a problem. The Define phase helps to clarify your
understanding of ‘why’ is it a problem, before investing time, money and resources in commencing a
project. I have to admit getting started is the most difficult part as you have a blank template on a
computer screen in which you have fill in with everything know and unknown about the problem. Once the
decision is made you draft your charter.
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The Measure phase aims to set a stake in the ground in terms of process performance or a baseline
though the development of clear and meaningful measurement systems.
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The Analyze phase aims to identify critical factors and elements of a good product or service and the root
causes of defects. Its has less of a logical flow, but provides more of a toolbox of tools and techniques.
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The improve phase aims to develop, select and implement the best solutions, with controlled risks. The
effects of the solutions are then measured with the key performance indicators developed during the
Measure phase.
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The Control phase aims to ensure that the solutions that have been implemented become embedded into
the process, so that the improvements will be sustained after the project has been closed.
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As you dig into a problem such as this one keep every bit of evidence both on your side and on your
customer’s side. Photos, documents, correspondences, pictures etc.
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As you dig into a problem such as this one keep every bit of evidence both on your side and on your
customer’s side. Photos, documents, correspondences, pictures etc.
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Again keep all information no matter big or small.
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Resource library such as calculators, reference material and how to notes.
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One of the first things you act on when you decide something is a problem is its containment to protect
the customer or end user. Here I designed and drafted Single Point Lessons. The document on the left
details identification of the problem and the document on the right is a rework instruction on how to secure
the stretch film wrap to the packaging header by using packing tape. Even a rework instruction should
follow the PDCA process. Make the document, register it in your document control system, train affected
personnel to it, sign off to human resources and check for conformity.
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It is a very, very rare occasion that you have a single smoking gun to a problem, but this problem despite
taking us 7 weeks to figure had one. During the Analyze phase – which we during the course of this
problem investigate did a lot of tests, trails, experiment – everything was checking good. Was the material
sliding on itself? Was the stretch wrap covering the roll properly. Everything was investigated. I invited the
manufacturer supplier of the stretch film wrap to school us in all thing stretch film wrapping and there is a
whole science behind it, trust me.
There is a sticky side and a non-sticky side to stretch film wrap. To indicate to the operator installing a
replacement roll there is an arrow on the inside of the core denoting the direction the roll must face for
proper orientation so that the sticky side of the film is in contact with the material roll.
This was a big find. None of the operators knew this. So, part of the Improve was to develop a single
point lesson, register it in the document control system, laminate them and post them in plastic pocket at
the point of use for each of the four automatic packaging vertical stretch film wrappers. Train all affected
personnel and add the single point lesson to the packaging operator training matrix so that all new
operators were trained to the single point lesson.
There were other ‘causal factors’ that contributed to the problem such as the pre and secondary film
tensions and overlapping, but this one was the most significant. The single point lesson above shows the
correct orientation of the roll correct threading of the film through the rollers of the vertical carriage
assembly. Problem solved! Didn’t have and recurrence…
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